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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is another contribution to the programme of determining the 
maximal subgroups of the finite simple groups. The projective symplectic 
group PSp,,(q) fixes a symplectic polarity A in (6n - 1 )-dimensional pro- 
jective space PG(6n - 1, q) over the field GF(q) with q elements. In [7] 
there was constructed a spread Y of planes of PG(6n - 1, q) with every 
plane of Y totally isotropic. Recall that a spread of PG(6n - 1, q) is a par- 
tition of its points by a set of subspaces all of the same dimension, and that 
a plane is totally isotropic if every pair of its points is conjugate in A. The 
stabilizer of Y in PSp,,(q) is [7] the semidirect product PSp,,(q3). (n), 
where cr is the collineation of the PG(2n - 1, q3) on which PSp2,(q3) 

naturally acts obtained by applying to each coordinate the automorphism 
A -+ ily of GF(q3). So B has order 3. The purpose of the present paper is to 
prove (Theorem 1) that PSp,,(q3). (a) is a maximal subgroup of PSp,,(q) 
for each integer n $1 and for every finite field GF(q). The stabilizer in 
PGL,,(q) of /1 is the projective general symplectic group PGSp,,(q): this is 
PSp,,(q) if q is even and has PSp,,(q) for a subgroup of index 2 if q is odd. 
It is an easy corollary of Theorem 1 that (Theorem 2) the stabilizer of Y in 
PGSp,,(q) is maximal in PGSp,,(q). 

The proof of Theorem 1 is geometric in spirit, making use of the action 
of overgroups of PSp2,(q3). (a) on the totally isotropic planes and the 
attendant arithmetic. It proceeds by induction on n. The initial case n = 1 is 
the most difficult part of the argument. The induction step works smoothly 
for n > 3, requires some extra work when n = 3, and is significantly more 
involved when n = 2. This is yet another example of the freedom that higher 
dimensions offer to the handler of classical groups. The simplest elements 
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of P@,,(q) are transvections (elations) but PSp2,(q3). (a) contains none 
of these. The proof of the maximality of PSp,(q3). ((T) in PSp,(q) is 
speedily completed once we net a transvection in each overgroup of 
P%m3). (0 >. 

It is pertinent to refer to earlier work. Y is a particular case of the 
spreads constructed in [7]. There is a spread Y: of PG(2r - 1, q) consisting 
of totally isotropic PG(r - 1, q) of a symplectic polarity. The stabilizer of Y: 
in the group PSp,,,(q) of the polarity is PSpJq’). (a), where 0 is now 
the collineation of order Y of the PG(2n - 1, q’) on which PSp,,(q’) acts 
induced by the automorphism ,J +A4 of GF(q’) [7, p. 1831. Our Y is Y3,. 
In [9] I proved that if r is composite and t is a prime divisor of r then 
PSpzn(q’). (c) is strictly contained in the stabilizer of y;‘, and conjectured 
that if r is a prime then PSpzn(qr) . (a) is maximal in PSp,,,(q). The con- 
jecture was proved in [9] for the case r = 2. But that is perhaps risky 
evidence for the general conjecture. When r =2 we have a spread Y; of 
totally isotropic lines. The totally isotropic lines are the basic geometric 
objects associated with a symplectic polarity and are simpler, both as a 
configuration and to handle, than higher dimensional totally isotropic sub- 
spaces; this was thoroughly exploited in the proof in [9]. Until now the 
only other evidence for the conjecture was [8], where the specal case of 
Theorem 1 with n = 1, r = 3 and q even was established. The proof in [S] 
made essential use of the full catalogue of maximal subgroups of PSL,(2”), 
whose finding depends on deep classification theorems for simple groups, 
and depended on the interrelationships of orthogonal and symplectic 
groups in characteristic 2. Our present attack both generalizes [S] and is 
intrinsically simpler. However, it makes critical use of the fact that 
PSp,(q3). (a) acts transitively on the totally isotropic planes of PG(5, q) 
that are not in Y. For a prime r greater than 3 there is no analogous 
fact; the orbits of totally isotropic PG(r - 1, q) of PG(2r- 1, q) under 
PSp,(q’) . (a) are then far more complicated. For this and other reasons 
the present approach does not extend. A new idea is needed; the conjecture 
remains open for primes r greater than 3. 

Cooperstein remarks in [3, p. 31 that the problem of finding all the 
maximal subgroups of PSL,(q), or of any of the classical groups, is in 
general not a realistic one. There are various ways of producing maximal 
subgroups of classical groups: for example, stabilizers of geometric con- 
figurations and subgroups generated by certain types of elements such as 
transvections; Kantor surveys the latter kinds of subgroups in [lo]. 
Recently Aschbacher and others have begun work on relating the number 
of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups to the irreducible characters of 
a group, in particular of finding upper bounds for that number [ 1,2]. 
There is a hope that eventually enough maximal sugroups of a classical 
group will be discovered to match an efficient such bound. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 

2.1. It is convenient to begin by collecting from [7, pp. 175, 1791 
the information about the construction of Y that we shall need to use. We 
are taking the case r = 3 of [7]: there is a change of notation; the N of [7] 
is our n, and the n of [7] is our 3n. 

Let K = GF(q) and L = GF(q3), and take o to be a primitive root of L. 
Then 1, w, o2 form a base for L, considered as a vector space over K, and if 
I is a member of L then 

I=&+A,w+3L202=I’~, (1) 

where 1’= (A,,, A,, 1,) has its entries in K and ti’= (1, w, 02). There is a 
bijection x + x from the 2n-dimensional vector space L2” to the 6n-dimen- 
sional vector space K6” obtained by defining x’ = (x;, x;,..., xi) if x’ = 
(x1 5 x27-9 x,). If A is a member of GL2,(q3) then to the bijection x + Ax of 
L2” corresponds the bijection x -+ Ax of J?” where A is in GL,,(q). To the 
map CJ of L defined by xi -+ x7, i = 1,2,..., 2n, corresponds a nonsingular 
linear map x --f Mx of K6”: no confusion arises if we also call this 6. 

If x #O then the vectors of (x), the one-dimensional subspace of L2” 
spanned by x, are K-linear combinations of x, ox and o*x; they corres- 
pond in K6” to the vectors of a subspace of dimension 3; call this subspace 
k,. Let 

Let PG(2n - 1, q3) have for points the one-dimensional subspaces of L2”, 
and PG(6n - 1, q) have for its points the one-dimensional subspaces of K6”. 
To k, corresponds a plane, denoted by sX, of PG(6n - 1, q). Write 

Y= {s,: XE L2”\{0}}. 

Then Y is a spread of PG(6n - 1, q); it was called YJ in [7]. Since each 
point of PG(6n - 1, q) is in exactly one plane of Y, each nonzero vector of 
K6” is in exactly one member of X. 

Let B(x, y) be the canonical alternating bilinear form on L2” given by 

Then 

KG Y) = &(x7 Y) + oB,(x, Y) + 02B2@, Y ), (3) 

where the Bi(x, y) are alternating bilinear forms on K6”, every nonzero K- 
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linear combination of which is nonsingular. There are flO, fi,, p2, not all 
zero, in K such that M is in the symplectic group SpJq) of the form 

~(x,Y)=p,B,(x,Y)+8,B,(x,Y)+B*~,(x,Y). (4) 

,4(x, y) induces a symplectic polarity A in PG(6n - 1, q); each s, is totally 
isotropic with respect to A. Equivalently k, is a totally isotropic subspace 
of A(x, y). Theorem 6 of [7, p. 1831 shows that the stabilizer of Y in 
PSpan(q) is PSp2,(q3)* (TV), where PSp2,(q3) is associated with B(x, y). Of 
course, PSp,,(q3). (CT) acts on PG(6n - 1, q) via the bijection x --+ x. Since 
-I,,, acting on L2” corresponds to -I, acting on K6”, by (I), and 
PSp2,(q3), P&Aq) are the quotients of Sp,,(q’) and %,(q) by ( -i2,> 
and ( -Ien), respectively [S, p. 121, we see that the stabilizer of .X in 
Sp,,(q) is Sp2,(q3). (a): this is implicit in [7]. 

Sp,,(q3), considered as acting on Lzn, is transitive on the non-zero vec- 
tors and on the l-dimensional subspaces. Hence, in view of the bijection, 
Sp2,(q3). (a) acts, in lu6”, transitively on the nonzero vectors and on AC. 

2.2. The scene is set to prove 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that cr is the map of a Z~-dimensional vector space 
over GF(q3) obtained by mapping each coordinate to its 4th power. Suppose 
that Sp2,(q3) is the group of the canonical alternating bilinear form in this 
coordinate system. Then: 

(i) PSp2,(q3) * (a) is the stabilizer in PSp,,(q) of a spread Y of 
PG(6n - 1, q) of totally isotropic planes; 

(ii) PSp2,(q3). (g) is maximal in PSp6,(q); 

(iii) Sp,,(q3). (a) is maximal in Sp6,(q). 

ProoJ (i) is known from [7, p. 1833; it is included to make the 
statement of the theorem complete. 

There is, by a fundamental group homomorphism theorem, a bijective 
correspondence between subgroups of Sp,,(q) containing ( - IGn) and sub- 
groups of PSp,,( q) E Sphn( q)/( - Ien ). Since (Sect. 2.1) - 12n acting on L2” 
corresponds to -I,, acting on x6” statements (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
We prove (iii); matrix computations are then straightforward, though the 
geometry is less elegant. So suppose that 

G = %,(q3). (0 > < HG spdq). (5) 

We must show that H= Q&q); the symbol G is introduced for brevity. 
We split the proof up into sections (a), (b),.... The results of each 

section are either italicised at the end of that section or are indicated at the 
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beginning of the section. For ease of reference we also italicise statements in 
a section that are referred to later. 

(A) The Initial Case n = 1 

(a) From the standard formula for orders of symplectic groups [6, 
P* 501 

/GI = 3q3(q6- 1). (6) 

The argument of part (b) of the proof of the Theorem of [X, p. 1291 is 
valid for all fields GF(q). It shows that PG(5, q) has (q3 + l)(q* -I- l)(q + 1) 
totally isotropic planes, q3 + 1 in Y. Further, each such plane not in Y 
meets exactly one plane of Y in a line; since a line has q + 1 points and a 
plane q2 + q + 1 points, it meets q2 other members of Y in a point. Con- 
sequently lu6 has (q3 + 1)(q2 + I )(q + 1) totally isotropic 3-dimensional 
subspaces-3-subspaces for short-with q3 + 1 in X. A totally ~otropic 
3-subspace not in X meets exactly one member of .X in a 2-subspace and 
meets q2 members of X in a l-subspace. 

(b) The subgroup P of SL2(q3) fixing each vector of (0, I)‘} is, it is 
easily seen, given by 

Clearly P has order q3. P acts transitively on the l-subspaces of L other 
than {(O, 1)‘): {(I, O)‘} can be taken to ((1, A)‘}. By the construction of 
Section 2.1, if c1= (0, 1)’ then k, is given by xi = 0; call this 3-subspace k,, 
with a slight abuse of notation. Considered as acting on k”, P fixes k1 
vectorwise and permutes the other members of X transitively. 

Since G acts transitively on X, by Section 2.1, we see that the vectorwise 
stabilizer in G of a member k, of .K acts transitively on .X\{k,); this 
stabilizer is contained in the stabilizer in G of x. Let w,, 7c2 be totally 
isotropic 3-subspaces of P not in X. Let, in accordance with (a), the uni- 
que members of X meeting Z, and z*, respectively, in 2-subspaces be k, 
and k,, respectively, Take II and v in K6 so that rrl = ( rcl n k,, u ) and n, = 
(n,nk,,v).Then, by (a), xclnku= (II) andn2nkv= (v). BySection2.1, 
there is an element g, in G such that g,v = u. Let g, rc2 = 7c3 and g, k,= k,. 
Then x3 is a totally isotropic 3-subspace that intersects k, in a 2-subspace. 
Further, 7~~ = <n3n k,, u> so that u is not in k,; nor is it in k,. Hence, by 
the first sentence of this paragraph, there is an element g, of G such that 
g,u = u and g2ke = k,.. Let g2rcj = x4. Then ni and n4 are totally isotropic 
3-subspaces containing (u) and meeting k,. in a 2-subspace. Both lie in the 
polar space (u ) I of (u >, which has dimension 5 and contains the 3-sub- 
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space k,. Now k, #kc so that k, n k, = (0). Hence (u)’ does not contain 
k,., and so meets it in a 2-subspace. Thus x1 and rc4 both join (u) to the 
same 2-subspace of k,. and so coincide. Hence rc, = g, g, rc2. Hence G acts 
transitively on the totally isotropic 3-subspaces not in X. 

(c) We obtain a numerical formula for IHI. 
Let Gr and H, be the stabilizers of k, in G and H, respectively. Since G 

acts transitively on X 

lG,l = 3q3(q3 - 1). 

Since, by (5), G, <H, we have, by (8), 

(8) 

IH,I = 3q3(q3 - 1)J (9) 

for some positive integer J. Since G is the stabilizer of X in Sp,(q) and has, 
by (b), just two orbits of totally isotropic 3-subspaces, H acts transitively 
on the totally isotropic 3-subspaces of k?. Hence, by (a), IHI = 
IH,l(q3 + 1 )b? + 1 )(q + 1). Thus, by (91, 

IHI =3q3(q6- l)(q’+ l)(q+ 1)J. 

(d) We show that J> 1. 

(10) 

Let p be the characteristic of K so that q is a p power. 
By its definition 0 fixes (0, 1)’ and hence is in G,. Further, a routine 

calculation shows that 

a-q; Y)a=(k2 0. 
Hence, by (b), particularly (7), P(o) is a subgroup of G, of order 3q3. 
Since cr takes (0, o)’ to (0, o”)‘# (0, o) the restriction of P(a) to k, has 
order 3. By (8), a Sylow p-subgroup of G, has order q3 if p # 3 and order 
3q3 if p = 3. Hence P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, if p # 3 and P<a ) is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G, if p = 3. Since Sylow p-subgroups of G, are con- 
jugate, we see that the restriction of any Sylow p-subgroup of G, to k, has 
order 1 ifp#3 and order 3 ifp=3. 

By the transitivity of G on X there is, by (a), a totally isotropic 3- sub- 
space, say K, not in X and with k, n A a 2-subspace. Let k, be one of the 
q* members of Z meeting 71 in a 1-subspace. Denote the stabilizer of n in 
H by H,. Since, by (b), I PI = q3 and P acts transitively on X\{k, }, there 
is a unique member g of P taking k, to a particular member k, of X\{ kl }. 
Since g fixes k, it can only be in Pn H, if k, n 71 is a 1-subspace. Suppose 
that k, n rc is a 1-subspace; it is polar to k, n rr. Now g fixes k, vectorwise 
so that k, nn is polar to g(k,nx) = k,n g(a). If k,nz#k,n g(n) then 
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(k, n A, k, n g(n)) is a totally isotropic 2-subspace in k, that is polar to 
k, n 7~. Hence (k, n 71, k, n 71, k, n g(n)) is a totally isotropic 4-subspace 
of K6: this is impossible since the maximal totally istropic subspaces have 
dimension 3 [S, p. 61. Hence k, n g(z) = k, n TC. Hence, since 7t = (k, n n, 
k, n n), we see that g fixes 7~. It follows that P n H, has order q2 and per- 
mutes the q* 1-subspaces of 71 not in 7~ n k, transitively: its restriction to 7~ 
has order q2. Now P n H, lies in a Sylow p-subgroup, say S,, of H,. If 
J= 1 then, by (8) and (9), H, = G,. Since H is transitive, by (c), on the 
totally isotropic 3-subspaces the restriction of S, to 71 is isomorphic to the 
restriction of a Sylow p-subgroup of H, = G, to k,. Hence, by the previous 
paragraph, the restriction of S, to 7r has order 1 or 3. It contains the 
restriction of Pn H, so that q2 divides 1 or 3; an absurdity. Consequently 

J> 1. (11) 

In fact the same argument shows that p must divide J; a stronger con- 
clusion will follow in (g). 

(e) We show that the uectorwise stabiliser of k, in Sp,(q) has order q6 
and acts transitively on the q6 totally isotropic subspaces that meet k, in 
(0). 

The form of (2), (3) and (4) when n = 1 shows that in coordinates 

(12) 

where S is a nonsingular symmetrix 3 x 3 matrix and 0, the zero 3 x 3 
matrix over GF(q). 

Any 3-subspace meeting k, :x, = 0 only in (0) can be taken as x2 = TX i, 
where T is a 3 x 3 matrix over K; and conversely. The restriction of n(x, y) 
to this subspace is, from (12), x;(ST -T’S)y,. So the subspace is totally 
isotropic if and only if 

(ST)’ = T’S’ = T’S = ST; 

i.e., ST is symmetric. Thus the totally isotropic 3-subspaces meeting k, just 
in (0) are those with the form 

x,=Tx, with ST symmetric. (13) 

There are q6 such subspaces; there are 6 independent entries in ST. 
Any member of Sp,(q) tixing k , : x I = 0 vectorwise has the form 

, 
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where C, D, I, are 3 x 3 matrices and I, is the identity matrix. Using (12) 

4% Y) = (xi, xi) 
C’SD -D’SC 

-SC 

Hence we must have C’S = S and -SC = -S, i.e., C = I,, and also 
C’SD - D’SC = O3 , i.e., (SD)’ = D’S = SD. Thus the vectorwise stabilizer of 
k, in Sp,(q) is 

F= : ST is symmetric 

this has order q6. 
Let kz be the subspace x2 = 0. It is, by Section 2.1, the member of X 

corresponding to ((LO)‘) in L2. The matrix displayed in (14) takes k2 to 
the subspace displayed in (13). Clearly, it is the only member F that takes 
k, to the subspace x2 = TX,. 

(f) We show that G,,2 acts transitively on the 2-subspaces of k2 and 
has one or two orbits of totally isotropic 3-subspaces not in X and meeting 
k, in (0). 

If 0 # 1~ L then the element ($ 1!!1) of SL,(q3) fixes ((1,O)‘) and 
((0, 1)‘). For a suitable choice of 1 it takes (0, 1)’ to any nonzero member 
of ((0, 1)‘). Passing to K6 we see that the stabilizer G,,, of k, in G, acts 
transitively on the nonzero vectors of k, . If U, is a 2-subspace of k, then its 
polar space U,l is a 4-subspace [S, p. 4) and so meets the 3-subspace k, in 
at least a 1-subspace. Since k,, k, are totally isotropic, ( U2, k, n U$) is 
totally isotropic and thus has dimension at most 3. Hence, since 
k, n U2 = (0), k, n U: is a 1-subspace: each 2-subspace of k2 is polar to a 
unique 1-subspace of k,. Conversely, the polar 5-subspace of a 1-subspace 
iJ1 of k, cannot contain k2, else (U,, k2) would be a totally istropic 
4-subspace, and so meets k2 in a 2-subspace: each 1-subspace of k, is polar 
to a unique 2-subspace of k,. From the action of G,,2 on the vectors of k, 
we deduce that G,,2 is transitive on the 2-subspaces of k2. 

Let 71 be a totally isotropic 3-subspace not in $6 and with n n k, = (0). 
Then, by (a), rr meets a unique member k, of X\{k,} in a 2-subspace. 
Since, by (b), P and thus G, is transitive on X\{k,}, there is an element 
g, of G, such that g, k, = k,. Then 7r2 = g, A meets k, in a 2-subspace, and 
the size of the orbit of rc under G, is q3 times the size of the orbit of x2 
under G,,,. Since G,,2 acts transitively on the 2-subspaces of k, and there 
are (q3 - l)/(q - 1) of these, the size of the orbit of n under G, is 
q3(q3 - 1 )/(q - 1) times the size of the orbit of A~ under the stabilizer of 
z2nk2 in G1,2. We may suppose that 7r2 is given by (13) where, since 
nz #k,, T #03. If 0 # CIE K then to the member (; a’?1) of SL2(q3) 
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corresponds, by (l), the member A = ($‘; &,) of G,,2. This takes n2, by 
(13), to the subspace x2 = c( -‘TX,. Moreover, A fixes every 1-subspace of 
k2 and so fixes n, n k,. There are (q - 1)/2 or q - 1 possibilities for 
(CC’)’ = ~1~~ according as q is odd or even. Hence the orbit of n under G, 
has size at least q3(q3 - 1)/2 if q is odd and size at least q3(q3 - 1) if q is 
even. There are, by (e) q6 totally isotropic 3-subpaces meeting k, in (0), 
so that q6 - q3 = q3(q3 - 1) of these are not in X. Hence either there is 
under G, one orbit of totally isotropic 3-subspaces not in X and meeting 
k, in (0) of size q3(q3- l), or there are two orbits each of size 
q3(q3 - 1)/2. The second circumstance can only occur when q is odd. In fact 
it does then always occur: we shall not prove this as we do not need the 
result, but it does explain the need for the arithmetic in (g). 

(g) We show that H, acts transitively on the totally isotropic 3-sub- 
spaces meeting k, in (0), and that q3 divides J. 

If X\{ k, } is an orbit under H, then every member of H, fixes X and 
k, so that G, = H,. This is false by (8), (9), and (11). Hence X\{k,) com- 
bines with at least one other orbit under G, of totally isotropic 3-subspaces 
to form a complete orbit under H, . Such 3-subspaces must each meet k, in 
(0). Suppose that X\{k,} combines with just one orbit under G, of size 
q3(q3 - 1)/2. Then, by (f), q is odd. The orbit under H, has size 

q3+Y)(93-l)=q3(q3+l) 
2 2 . 

This divides 1 H,I so that, by (9), (q3 + 1)/2 divides 3(q3 - l)J= 
6J[(q3- 1)/2]. The highest common factor of (q3 + 1)/2 and (q3- 1)/2 
divides their difference and so is 1. Hence (q3 + 1)/2 divides 6J, so that 
12J= (q3 + l)N for some integer N. Then (10) becomes 

,H( =q3w- l)(q2+ 1x4+ w3+ UN 
4 

Now [6, p. SO] 

isp6(q)i = q9(q6 - 1 h4 - 1 )(q* - 1 )- 

Thus, by (15), the index 

,sp (q). H, = w7q2 - 1 I(4 - 1) 
6 . 

(q3+W’ 

Hence q3 + 1 divides 4(q2 - 1 )(q - 1). Now 

(15) 

(16) 

4(q2- l)(q- l)=4(q3+ 1 --q-q2)<4(q3+ 1). 
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Hence 4(q3 - l)(q - 1)is t(q3 + 1) where t is 1, 2 or 3. These possibilities 
yield respectively the equations 

4(q2 + 4) = 3(q3 + 11, 

2(q2 + q) = q3 + 1, 

4(q2 + q) = q3 + 1. 

The left-hand sides are divisible by q. The right-hand sides of the latter two 
equations are not, so these are impossible. If the first equation holds then 
its right-hand side shows that q 1 3 and hence that q = 3; but the equation is 
false when q = 3. We have a contradiction. 

Hence, by (f), H, acts transitively on the q6 totally isotropic 3-subspaces 
that meet k, in (0). Hence the stabilizer Hi,, of k, in Hi has, by (9), order 
3(q3- 1)J/q3. By the transitivity of G, on X\{k,} (see (b)), lG,,21 = 
3(q3 - 1). Now G,,, 6 Hi,, so that IHi,, : G,,,I = J/q3. Hence J= q3Y for an 
integer Y so that (9) becomes 

lH,l = 3q6(q3- l)Y. (17) 

(h) We show that P is a proper subgroup of Fn S. 
Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of Hi containing P. Then, by (17), IS1 = 

3q6Z if p = 3 and q6Z if p # 3, where Z is the p-part of Y. The subgroup of 
S fixing k, vectorwise is, by (e), Fn S and contains P. 

Suppose that Fn S = P. Then P d S and the restriction of S to k, a sub- 
group of CL,(q), is isomorphic to S/P, which has order 3q3Z or q3Z 
according as p= 3 or p # 3. By the standard formula for IGL,(q)( [6, 
p. 401, the p-part of IGL,(q)l is q3. Hence p#3, Z= 1, and IS/PI = q3. 
Now S acts on the q3 - 1 members of P\{&} by conjugation. Each orbit 
size is a power of p, and the sum of the orbit sizes is q3 - 1. Hence there is 
an orbit of size 1; there is an element of P\{ 16} centralised by S. Suppose, 
in accordance with (14) that such an element is A = (2 $) where ST is sym- 
metric; T #O,. Since A fixes X and takes, see (e), k, to the subspace 
x2 =Tx,, this subspace is in X but is not k,. It thus meets k, : x2 =0 in 
(0). Hence T is nonsingular. 

Since there is, by (e), a member of F taking k, to each totally isotropic 3- 
subspace meeting k, in (0), an element C of S is the product of a member 
of F with an element D of Sp,(q) that fixes k, and k,. A quick calculation 
using (12) shows that D = ( k $), where E and E are nonsingular 3 x 3 
matrices and fi = SP ‘(E’))IS. It is immediate from (14) that F is abelian. 
Hence 

C-‘AC=D-‘AD= 1, 03 
E-ITS-‘(E’))‘S > I, . 
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Hence E-‘TS’(E’)-‘S =T so that E’(ST-‘)E =ST-‘. Now, by (14) 
(ST)=(ST)‘=T’S. Hence STP’=(TP1)‘S=(STP1)’ so that E is in the 
subgroup X of G&(q) fixing the nonsingular symmetric bilinear form with 
matrix ST-‘. The restriction of C to k, is the member E of GL,(q). Hence 
S/P is isomorphic to a subgroup of X and so its order q3 divides the p-part 
of 1x1. If q is odd then X is an orthogonal group O,(q) and so 1x1 = 
2q(q* - 1) [6, pp. 50,631, while if q is even then ST- ’ is nonalternating as 
it has odd rank 3 [S], and [ll, p. 1581 1x1 =q(q*- 1). In fact 
MacWilliams [ll, pp. 152, 1581 gives 1x1 for the case of the symmetric 
bilinear form with matrix I,. However, since, as she herself shows [ 11, 
p. 1531, any two nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms on k, are congruent 
we have the same 1X( for all these forms. In both cases the p part of 1x1 is 
q. We have a contradiction. Hence P is a proper subgroup of Fn S; there is 
an element of H, in F\P. 

It is, perhaps, worth mentioning that one can avoid using the little 
known information about the groups of symmetric nonalternating bilinear 
forms in characteristic 2. The image of S/P in GL,(q) is conjugate to the 
group of upper uni-triangular matrices, and it is not difficult to verify that 
there is no nontrivial symmetric bilinear form fixed by this triangular group 
for any q. 

(i) We show that H contains transvections and is Sp,(q). 
Let R be an element of H, in F\P. Then, by ( 14), 

R= 

where T, # 03. Since, by (e), the matrix ( 2 2) of F is the unique member of 
F taking k, to the subspace x2 = TX,, and P is, by (b), transitive on 
X\{k,}, (2 Z)E P if and only if the subspace x,=Tx, is a member of 
X\{k,}. In particular the subspace U: x2 = T,x, is not in X. It therefore, 
by (a), meets a unique member of X, say k,, in a 2-subspace. This k, can- 
not be k, so it must, by (13), be given by x2 = T2x, where, by the previous 
remark, A = ($ !;) E P. Now 

Hence the rank of T, = T, -T, is 1. 
Since PC Gi <H, the element RA-’ is in H,. Since RA-’ = ($ 2) its 

space of fixed vectors is W = { (E;): T 3x2 = O}. In view of the rank of T3 this 
is a hyperplane of dimension 5. Hence [ 5, pp. 9, lo] RA -I is a transvection 
with hyperplane W in H,. Further [S, p. lo] there are q- 1 transvections 
of Q,(K) with hyperplane W, corresponding to the q - 1 nonzero scalar 
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multiples of n(x, w) where w # 0 is a vector polar to W. If 0 # c( E K then, 
see (f), (ErJ 01 a!i,~)~G,,2. Hence the conjugate of RAP' by this, namely 
( *3 a*T3 I, 7 “3) is in H,. If 0 # BE K then its product with (&, t;), which is in H,, 
is ( (or2 +rb2JT3 t:) which is thus in H,. If q is even then every nonzero member 
of GF(q) is a square; if q is odd then every nonsquare of GF(q) is the sum 
of two squares [4, p. 461. Hence if 0 # y E K then ($, y;) E H, . The space of 
fixed vectors of this element is W. Hence H,, and thus H, contains all the 
symplectic transvections with hyperplane W. Since, by Section 2.1, G is 
transitive on the 1-subspaces so, by (5), is H. Thus, by polarity, H is trans- 
itive on the hyperplanes. Hence H contains all the transvections of Sp,(q). 
Its transvections generate Sp,(q) [5, p. lo]. Hence H= SpJq), and we are 
done for the case n = 1. 

(j) In the course of the induction proof for the case n > 1 we shall 
need certain information for all n. First, if x and y in L2” are polar with 
respect to B(x, y) than x and y are polar with respect to n(x, y). For if 
B(x, y) = 0 then, by (3), 

Hence, by (4), n(x, y) = 0. 
Let A be a transvection of Sp2(q3) acting on L’“, with image A acting on 

K6”. If the centre of A is (a) then the fixed vectors of A are those in the 
polar hyperplane (a)’ of (a) [S, pp. 9, lo], which has (q’)*“-‘= q6nP3 
members. Since, by Section 2.1, Ax = x if and only Ax = x there are q6” ~ 3 
fixed vectors of A. These form a subspace of K6”; it must be a (6n - 3)-sub- 
space. Each vector fixed by A is polar to every vector of (a). Hence, by 
the previous paragraph, each fixed vector of A is in the polar space k,l of k, 
with respect to /i(x, y). But k,l has dimension 6n - 3. Hence the fixed uec- 
tors of A are those of k:. 

We show that if U is a totally isotropic 3-subspace of I?” not in X then 
there is no member of G whose subspace offixed vectors is U’. For suppose 
that C is such an element. Then C corresponds, by Section 2.1, to an 
element C= Da” acting on L2”, where DE Sp2,(q3) and m is 0, 1 or 2. Sup- 
pose that U = (u, v, w ). Then (u, u, w ) is a t-subspace of L2” where t d 3. 
Ifn>ltakeO#z~(~,u,w)‘.If~~Landa=lzthenaispolartou,v,w. 
So a lies in 17’ and is fixed by C. Hence, for all 1 in L, 

AZ = Clz = ,I@- DPz. 

Taking 1= 1 yields Do”z = z. Then we obtain 1= Ay” for all 2 in GF(q3). 
Hence m = 0, so that C = D. Thus the fixed vectors of C form a subspace of 
L’“. If this has dimension s then C has q3” fixed vectors. Since U1 has, as a 
(6n - 3)-subspace, q6n-3 vectors and the fixed vectors of C correspond to 
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those of C, we have 6n - 3 = 3s, i.e., s = 2n - 1. Hence C has a hyperplane 
of fixed vectors and so is a transvection of Sp,,(q3) [S, p. lo]. By the 
previous paragraph we conclude that UE X; a nonsense. So suppose that 
n = 1. Then U = WI. By (a), U meets one member of X in a 2-subspace 
and q* members of X’ is a 1-subspace. Each of these q* + 1 subspaces is 
fixed by C, and hence so are the unique members of X containing them. 
Since, by Section 2.1, G is transitive on X and, by (f), G, is transitive on 
X\(k,}, there is a member g of G such that E= g-‘Cg has g-‘U for its 
subspace of fixed vectors, where g ~ ’ U meets k, and k, nontrivially. Hence 
E must belong to G,,, and thus to the subgroup G,,2,3 of G1 2 that fixes a 
particular nonzero vector of k, n g-‘U. By (f), G,,* acts transitively on the 
q3- 1 non-zero vectors of k,. Since IG,,zl =3(q3- I), by (8), we see that 
IG1,2,31 = 3 and G,,2,3 is conjugate in G1,* to the stabilizer in G1,2 of the vec- 
tor (0, O,O, 1, 0,O)‘. This last stabilizer is (a): for (r has order 3, fixes 
k,, k,, and fixes the vector (0, 1)’ of L* which corresponds to 
(0, 0, 0, 1, 0,O)‘. Hence E, and thus C, is conjugate in G to (T or 0-l. Hence 
one of fr, 0-‘, and thus the other, fixes at least q* + 1 members of X, and 
thus at least q* + 1 1-subspaces of L*. A 1-subspace of L* other than 
((0, I)’ ) can be taken as ( ( 1, LX)’ ) for a unique a in L. Now c fixes this if 
and only if LY = CI, i.e., tl E K. Hence (T fixes q + 1 1-subspaces of L*. Since 
q* + 1 > q + 1 we have the required contradiction. 

(B) TheCusen>l 

We use induction on n: we are back to (5). 
(k) Let V, be the 2-subspace x3 =x4 = *.+ =x2” =0 of L2”, and V, 

the subspace x1 =x2 =O. The form of B(x, y) in (2) shows that V2 = k’:, 
both V, and V2 being nonisotropic. Apply the correspondence construction 
of Section 2.1 to V, and V,, imagining that I/, = L2 and V, = L*(“- ‘). 
Then, by (2), for alternating form on Vi we take the restriction B”‘(x, y) of 
B(x, y) to Vi. Further, if Sp( Vi) is the symplectic group of B”‘(x, y) then 
the group to consider on Vi is Sp( V,)(a,), where cri is the restriction of cr 
to Vi. Since (r fixes V, and V,, the stabilizer Gt of V, in G is, by 
Dedekind’s rule, G*(a), where G* = Gt n Sp2,(q3). But 
G* ~Ssp( k’,) x Sp( V,) [S, p. 61: the factor isomorphic to Sp( Vi) acts 
naturally on Vi and fixes k’,+ vectorwise. The projection of Gt on Vi is thus 
sP(vi)’ Cai>. 

Via the bijection x+x, to T/, corresponds the 6-subspace 
w*:x3=xq= ..* =x2,=0 and to V2 the 6(n - 1 )-subspace 
W2: x1 =x2 =O. Let ni(x, y) be the restriction of n(x, y) to Wi. Then, by 
(3) and (4), /ii(x, y) is a non-zero K-linear combination of E!$(x, y), 
B\‘)(x, y) and By)(x, y), where B,!‘)(x, y) is the restriction of B,(x, y) to W,. 
Since 0, considered as acting on K6” fixes A(x, y) and Wi, we see that oi 
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fixes ,JI~(x, y). The restriction of the bijection to Vi is just the construction 
process of Section 2.1 applied to Vi. It gives in Wi a set & of 3-subspaces: 
these are just the k, of X that lie in Wi. Moreover, by (Z), (3), and (4), 
every nonzero K-linear combination of the BJ’)(x, y) is nonsingular, and 
there is one such that is fixed by rri: the members of & are totally isotropic 
for this form. It is known [7, p, 1791 that to within a scalar multiple there 
is only one nonzero K-linear combination of the $‘f(x, y) that is fixed by 
cri. It must thus be A,(x, y) to within a scalar. In particular A,(x, y) is non- 
singular so that W, = W,i. More importantiy we have precisely the 
situation in which to apply the induction hypothesis. The stabilizer of & in 
the group Spj( IV;) of A,(x, y) is Sp,( Vi). (G,), and this is maxima1 in 
SPA Wi). 

Now Wi is nonisotropic, so the stabilizer of W, (or W,) in Sp,,(q) is 
isomorphic to Sp( W,) x Sp( W,) [S, p. 61; the factor Sp( Wi) fixes W,h vec- 
torwise. Thus Gt Q Sp( W, ) x Sp( Wz), and the projection of G+ on Sp( Wj) is 
SP( Vi) ’ (a;>. 

(1) Since G is the stabilizer in Sp,(q) of X and is (Sect. 2.1) trans- 
itive on X, there is an orbit 5? of totally isotropic 3-subspaces of P 
under H strictly containing X. Let UE z\$“: say li = (II, v, w ). Let 
Z = (u, t;, w > c L2”. Since U & X the dimension of Z is 2 or 3. 

There are two circumstances to consider. 

POSSIBILITY I. We can find U in 9’\X with ZL containing a non- 
isotropic 2-subspace. 

By Witt’s theorem Sp,,(q3) is transitive on the nonisotropic 2-subspaces 
of L*“. Hence we can find U in P\X with I’, E Zl. Thus, by (j), each 
member of W, is polar to II, v and w, so that W, c UI and W, = Wf 3 U. 
There is, by (‘j), a member of G having ki for its subspace of fixed vectors. 
By the transitivity of H on dp, there is a member h of H whose subspace of 
fixed vectors is iJl. Then, by (k), h E Sp( W,). The restriction h* of h to W, 
has for its subspace of fixed vectors the polar space of U with respect to 
Az(x, y). Since U&X we have U$-X, so that, by (j), h*#Sp(Vz)* ((TV). 
The stabilizer in H of W, is, by (k), 

~+=Hn(SP(W,)xSp(W,))QP(W,)xSP(W,). (18) 

The projection H* of Ht on Sp( Wz) contains the projection Sp( YJ * (cF*) 
of Gt (see (k)). Further, h*EH*. Hence, by the induction hypothesis on 
the maximality of Sp( V,) . (cJ~) in Sp( W,), we have H* = Sp( Wz). Thus 
the only proper normal subgroups of H* are the subgroups of its centre 
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( -I,, _ 6) [S, p. 121: W, has dimension at least 6 so we do not encounter 
the nonsimple projective symplectic groups. By standard theory [12, 
p. 1831, Ht nSp( W2)d H*. Since Sp( V,) < G and fixes, by (k), V, and 
thus W, vectorwise, we have Sp( Vz) < Ht n Sp( W,). Hence Ht n Sp( W,) = 
H* = Sp( W,). Thus Ht 2 Sp( W,). Any transvection of ,Sp,Jq) with centre 
(x ) in W, has its fixed hyperplane (x )I through W,l = W, . So it is in 
Sp( W,), and thus in Hf and H. Since (Sect. 2.1) G acts transitively on the 
nonzero vectors of K6” we see that H acts transitively on the 1-subspaces. 
Hence H contains all the transvections of Sp,,(q). These generate Sp,,(q) 
[S, p. lo]. Hence H = Sp,,(q) so that, by (5) G is maximal in Sp,,(q). 

(m) We are left with 

POSSIBILITY II. For all U in Y\X the corresponding Z’ contains no 
nonisotropic 2-subspace of L’“. 

Note that the subset Z* of L*” corresponding to the vectors of U consists 
of the K-linear combinations of U, u, and w. Since Z is the smallest subspace 
of L2” containing Z* it is uniquely determined by U. The restriction of 
B(x, y) to Z, being alternating, has even rank and thus, since Z has dimen- 
sion at most 3, rank 0 or 2. If Z is a 3-subspace then either Z is totally 
isotropic, so that n 2 3, or Zn Z’ is a 1-subspace. In the former case Z is, 
by Witt’s theorem, in the orbit under Sp2,(q3) of the subspace: x, =x3 = 
x5=x,=x8= ... = x2n = 0, whose polar space, by (2), is x, = x3 = xg = 0. If 
n > 3 then this contains, by (2), the nonisotropic 2-subspace: x, =x2 = 
x3 =x4 = xg = xg = x9 = x1,, = .. . = x2,, = 0. Hence we need only consider 
the case n = 3. We say that U is of type (i) if Z is a totally isotropic 3-sub- 
space. In the latter case, since equivalence of alternating forms is specified 
by rank [S, p. 51, Z is in the orbit of the subspace: x3 = xg = xg = . . . = 0. 
Its polar subspace: x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 contains, if n > 2, the nonisotropic 2- 
subspace: x, = x2 = x3 = x4 = x, = xg = . . . = 0. Hence we must have n = 2; 
we say that a U with such a Z is of type (ii). If Z is a 2-subspace it must be 
totally isotropic; for otherwise Z is nonisotropic and so Z’ is nonisotorpic 
and contains a nonisotropic 2-subspace. Thus Z is in the orbit of the sub- 
space: x,=x3=x5=xg= ... = x2,, = 0, whose polar space: xi = x3 = 0 con- 
tains the nonisotropic 2-subspace x, = x2 = x3 = x4 = x, = xs = . . . = 
X 2n = 0 if n > 3. Hence we must have n = 2. By relabelling, if necessary, we 
may assume that (u) # (u). Then w = au + bu, where a, /? E L. At least one 
of a, fl is not in K; else w would be K-linearly dependent on u and v. There 
are two possibilities. Either 1, a, b are linearly independent over K or they 
are not; we say that U is of type (iii) or (iv) accordingly. The intersection 
property with members of X discussed immediately below shows that the 
type of U is independent of the choice of its base. 
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We show that the suhspace of types (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) that meet a mem- 
ber 0f.X in a 2-subspace are just those of type (iv). For if U meets a mem- 
ber of X in a 2-subspace (z, z’) then z, z’ E Z* and there is an element 
1 E L\K such that z’= 1~. Hence there are k,, kz,..., k, in K such that 
z=k,u+k,v+k,w and 

l(k,u+kZv+k3w)=k4u+k5v+kgw. (19) 

Not all of k,, k,, k, are 0 since z # 0. If Z is 3-dimensional then (19) gives 
Ak, = k,, Ak, = k,, Ak, = k,. Hence ,4 E K, an impossibility. If Z is 2-dimen- 
sional then z = (k, + k,a)u + (k, + k3b)v and (19) gives 

A(k, + k3a) = k, + k,cr and I(k, + k3/?) = k, + kJ. (20) 

The determinant of (20), considered as equations in 1 and I, gives 

(k2k4-klk5)+(k2k6-k3k5)a+(k3k4-k,kdfl=O. (21) 

If U is of type (iii) then the coefficients of 1, CI and /? in (21) are all zero. 
This implies that (k4, kg, k6) is a K-scalar multiple of the nonzero 
(k,, k,, k3). Since not both of k,+k3a and k,+k,p are 0 as z#O, (20) 
now gives 13 E K, an impossibility. Hence we need only show that if U is of 
type (iv) then it meets a member of X in a 2-subspace. We may suppose 
that a $ K. Then 1 and a are independent over K so that there are a, b in K 
such that /? = aa + 6. Let z = u + au. Then z’ = az = w - bv. Hence z, z’ E Z*. 
Since z and az are linearly independent over K we see that U meets k, in 
the 2-subspace (z, z’). 

(n) The projection of Gt on W, is, by (j), the group Sp( VI). (ol) 
fixing Xi, and is isomorphic to the G considered in (f). The transitivity of 
Sp( V,) . (gl ) on X,and the transitive action of the G,,z of (f) on the 2-sub- 
spaces of k, shows that Gt acts transitively on the 2-subspaces of W, that 
lie in a member of X,. Since Xi s 2, we see that H acts transitively on the 
set J%’ of those 2-subspaces of K6” that lie in a member of 9. Thus there is 
a positive integer Q such that each member of A? lies in Q 3-subspaces of 2. 

(0) Now return to Possibility II: We prove that it cannot occur. By 
(m) either n = 2 or n = 3. 

Take the latter case. By (m), every U in T\X is of type (i), and none of 
these meets a member of X in a 2-subspace. Taking a member of & that 
lies in a member of X we see that Q = 1. On the other hand consider, in 
the notation of (l), the member (II, v) of 4!. Since Z = (u, u, w) is a 
totally isotropic 3-subspace, if 1 E L\K then, by the extension form of Witt’s 
theorem, there is an element A of Sp,,(q’) such that Au= U, Au= V. 
AW = Ilw = w’. Then A E H, SO that AU= (u, v, w’) E 9. Since w’ is not a 
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K-linear combination of U, a, w, as u, v, w are linearly independent over L, 
we see w’ F$ U. Hence U and AU are distinct members of 9 containing 
(II, v). Hence Q 2 2. This contradicts Q = 1; Possibility II cannot occur 
when n = 3. 

Finally, consider the case n = 2. Then, by (m), there is UE P’\X of type 
(ii), (iii), or (iv). Suppose it is of type (ii) so that ZnZ’ is a 1-subspace, 
say (w*). There are two of U, v, w that are not polar; suppose that these 
are U, v so that (u, v) is nonisotropic. Then w* E (u, v)‘. The subgroup of 
Sp,(q3) fixing (u, v) vectorwise is Sp2(q3) acting on (u, 0)‘. The orbit 
under Sp,(q3) of w* is the set of the q6 - 1 nonzero vectors of (u, v)‘. 
Now there are 8, II/, x in L, with x # 0 such that 

w=eu+$v+~w*. (22) 

If CE Sp,(q3) then Cw is uniquely determined by Cw*, so w has an orbit of 
size q6 - 1 under Sp,(q3). If Cw E Z* then C must fix Z, the smallest sub- 
space through Z*. Since Z= (u, U, w*) this implies that Cw* =pw* for 
some PE L\(O). S ince lSp2(q3)j = q3(q6 - l), and Sp2(q3) is transitive on 
the nonzero vectors, for each such p there are q3 members C in Sp,(q3) 
such that Cw* = pw*. If Cw* = pw* then, by (22), 

Now C fixes Z* if and only if Cw E Z *, for Z* consists of the K-linear com- 
binations of U, v, w. Thus C fixes Z* if and only if each of p, (p - l)& 
(p - l)$ is in K. If both 0, $ are in K then p can be any member of K\(O). 
Otherwise the only possibility is p = 1. Hence the stabilizer in Sp,(q3) of Z* 
has order q3(q- 1) or q3: correspondingly the orbit of Z* under Sp2(q3) 
has size (q6 - 1 )/(q - 1) or q6 - 1. The members of 9 of type (ii) that con- 
tain the 2-subspace (u, v) fall into orbits under Sp,(q3). There are no 
members of 9’ of type (iii) or (iv) containing (u, v) since their 
corresponding subspaces in L2” are totally isotropic. Hence zy 9 has a 
member of type (ii) then Q is a multiple of (q6 - l)/(q - 1). 

Next, suppose that 3 contains U of type (iii). Then Z* consists of the K- 
linear combinations of U, v, w, where w = CYZJ + /Iv and 1, ~1, /I are linearly 
independent over K. Also, (u, v) is a totally isotropic 2-subspace. By 
Witt’s theorem, the linear map of (u, v) interchanging u and v extends to a 
member D of Sp,(q3). Then Dw = uv + pu. On examining the coefficient of 
u in any K-linear combination of U, V, w we see that DwEZ* if and only if 
/I is a K-linear combination of 1 and a: this is not so. Hence DZ* #Z*. 
Thus DU and U are distinct members of Y containing the member (u, v) 
of 4?. Hence if 9 contains a subspace of type (iii) then Q > 1. 

Thus, if 9 contains members of type (ii), (iii), or (iv) then we have 
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Q > 1. Take a member M of A lying in an element of X. Then no other 
member of X contains .A#. Hence, there is, by (n), a member of 5?\X con- 
taining M. This must, by (m), be of type (iv). Since .Y\X # fa it follows 
that 9’ must contain members of type (iv). Suppose, now, that U is such a 
member. Then we may choose u, v, w so that U= (u, v, w ) and (u, w ) lies 
in a member of X. Then w =ilu for some A in L\K, and IJ meets k, in 
(u, w). By (m), (u, v> is totally isotropic. Further, by (m), any member of 
U/X through (u, w) is (u, w, s) for some s, where (u, w, s) = (u, s) is 
a totally isotropic 2-subspace. If we choose s so that (u, s ) is a totally 
isotropic 2-subspace then, by Witt’s theorem, there is an element E of 
Sp,(q3) such that Eu = u and Ev = s. Then Ew = w. Hence EU= (u, s, w). 
So that (II, w, s) is in U\X. Now (u)” has (q3)3 members, so there are 
q9 - q3 choices for s such that (u, s) is a totally isotropic 2-subspace; 
s cannot be a member of (u). The other members of (u, w, s} that 
will serve in place of s are the various k, u + k2 w + k3s where k, , kz, k3 E K 
and k3 ~0; there are q’(q- 1) such members. Hence 9’\X has 
(q9 - q3)/q2(q - 1) members through (u, w). Counting k, gives 

Q= l +q(46-lf+1 

q-l q-1 
(23) 

Thus Q is not a multiple of (q6 - l)/(q - 1). We conclude, from above, that 
3 contains no subspaces qf type (ii). 

Consider further the 2-subspace (u, v ) of the previous paragraph. This is 
in A but, since u is not an L-multiple of U, is not contained in a member of 
X. The members of 9 containing it must all be of type (iii) or (iv). By 
(m ), any such member is (u, v, r >, where r = yu + 6u for some y, 6 in L not 
both in K. The number of pairs (y, 6) satisfying this last condition is 
q6 -q*. Hence there are at most q6 - q2 members of 9 through (u, v). 
Thus, by (23), 

On simplification this becomes the absurdity 

qs+q4+q3+2q2+q+1 GO. 

We have our final contradiction: Possibility II cannot occur for n = 2. The 
proof is complete. 

2.3. We can speedily establish 

THEOREM 2. In the nomenclature of Theorem 1, the stabilizer of Y in 
PGSp,,(q) is a maximal subgroup of PGSp,,(q). 
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Proof Let R be the subgroup of GL,,(q3) consisting of all the elements 
diag(a, 1, a, l,..., a, 1) with 0 # CI E K. If A is the typical element then it 
corresponds to A in G&,(q) fixing X. By (2), B(Ax, Ay) = c&(x, y). 
Hence, by (3), Bj(Ax, Ay)=clBi(x, y) for i=O, 1, 2, so that, by (4), 
~(Ax, Ay) = cr/i(x, y). Hence any member of G@,,(q) is the product of a 
member of R with one of Q,,(q). Thus GSp,,(q) is the semidirect product 
Sp,,(q). R. Similarly the stabilizer of Y in GSp,,(q) is, in the notation of 
(5), G. R. Hence any subgroup of GSp,,(q) containing R is the product of 
its intersection with Sp,,(q) and R. This intersection contains G so is, by 
Theorem 1, G or Sp,,(q). Thus there are only two subgroups of G,!@,,(q) 
containing G. R. We have maximality. Quotienting by the group of scalar 
matrices gives the result. 
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